Tab 20 – Data Plates (BSC-2014-9)

Discussion
K.McKowen explained this issue paper was about getting data plates attached to the cabinets that are readable. There is a certain amount of illegible plates out there and the size of print is a problem as they are very difficult to read. R.Powitz said this has been discussed already today with respect to what is on the data plate. C.Binder added can we also specify location of the data plate?

R.Powitz entertained a call for a motion

Action
Motion by S.Williams: form a task group to discuss data plates
Second: D.Phillips

Further discussion: None

Vote: Fifteen in favor, Zero opposed, Zero Abstain
Motion: Carries

A.Rose to set up new Task Group for “Data Plates”; S.Williams to chair, members to include: A.Atmadi, Johnson, B.Garrett, J.Wagner, Flynn, Peters, S.Williams, Roush, K.McKowen